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Abstract 
Manoury, P. and M. Simonot, Automatizing termination proofs of recursively defined functions, The- 
oretical Computer Science 135 (1994) 3 199343. 
This paper describes a fully automated strategy for proving termination of functions defined by 
recursive equations. This strategy has been implemented in the ProPre program synthesis system as 
one of the mechanism that leads from specifications of functions to programs. It has been successfully 
tested on the Ackerman function, a functional specification of the quick-sort and various other standard 
functional algorithms. 
0. Introduction 
0.1. The context of this work 
Our work was originally motivated by the paradigm of Programming by Proofs. 
Using this approach, programs are extracted from an (intuitionistic) proof that a given 
logical specification is satisfied. To be more precise, in the framework that we studied, 
programs are i-terms extracted from the proof that a given function, defined by a set of 
equations, always terminates. That is to say: a proof that the function is totally defined 
on its domain. The theoretical foundations of this way to obtain correct programs can 
be found in [1, 2, 51. 
Over this foundations, our aim was to build a (functional) programming language. 
To realize it, we turn our attention to automatizing termination proofs. One important 
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theoretical domain concerned with termination of equationally defined functions is the 
investigation of the termination of rr~~~iting s~*.srrms. 
But, because of the use we want to make of our proofs (namely: extract a jL-term), 
techniques used in rewriting theory cannot be directly used. There are two reasons for 
this: 
~ the first one is that we do not want to have only a termination proof, but also a 
proqf’ qf’ totulity. That is to say that we do not want only to prove that for any 
input, the program realizing the function will give an output, but we want also to 
prove that, for instance, for any integer, the program will return an integer as the 
result of the computation. 
~ the second one is that the proof we are looking for, in order to extract from it 
a i-term (via the Cuny-Howard correspondence), must be expressed in a ,fbrtmI 
logical ,f~ume~~wrk (namely, the natural deduction). 
Termination arguments used for rewriting systems do not satisfy those two requisites. 
That is why we had to design an original method appropriate to our precise purpose. 
In particular, we specially investigated the use of primitive recursive induction as ex- 
pressed in, say, Peano’s arithmetic which can be generalized to any data types defined 
in terms of multi-sorted algebrae. 
0.2. The content of’ this stork 
We will now focus our attention on the prover itself regardless of the question of 
how the program synthesis is made. The reader interested in computer applications is 
referred to [3]. In order to have a general purpose, we will express proofs in a first 
order predicate calculus theory where data types and functions over them are described 
by axioms. 
Of course, since the termination problem is undecidable and since our proof search 
strategy is fully automated and always terminates, we have to restrict our ambition. We 
express two kinds of restrictions. The first one concerns the equational data: in 1.3 we 
define the notion of rquationul dutLt ,fbr (N ,fi.m.tion) ,fI The second one concerns the 
shape of the proof: in 3 we define the notion of R-proof: As our strategy builds step 
by step proofs we can say that it proceeds by backward reasoning in three successive 
steps: 
(1) it uses induction as often as necessary; 
(2) then it uses equations; 
(3) finally it uses induction hypothesis and termination theorems of auxiliary func- 
tions to achieve the proof. 
In fact, because of the very structure of R-proofs, the problem of finding such a 
proof can be restricted to the problem of finding the right inductions. This restriction 
is formally expressed by the definition of what we call the right teminrd state (see 
4.1). Furthermore, the analysis of R-proofs provides us with two properties from which 
we can design an algorithm satisfying our expectation. The first one that we call the 
ckwwrsing propc’rty concerns the equational data and is defined in Section 4.2. The 
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second one is a criterium for choosing the suitable variable on which to induct and is 
defined in Section 4.3. The algorithm is described in Section 4.4. 
We prove in Section 5 the equivalence between the right terminal state property and 
the conjunction of the decreasing property and the suitable variable. This equivalence 
implies that the algorithm based on these two properties is sound and complete. Section 
6 describes some experiments with the prover. 
1. The theory 
1.1. The language 
We present in this section the first order language in which will be expressed axioms 
defining data types and equations defining functions. 
1.1. I. The individual terms 
We take for the set of individual variables the set OP of the finite sequences of 
integers. The point mark (0) will denote the concatenation and E the empty sequence. 
We will adopt the following typographic convention to represent individual variables: 
the expression x121 will represent the variable 1.2.1, Xiq will denote the variable i.q 
and so on. 
To build terms upon this set of variables we consider two sets of functional symbols: 
%? and F which contain, respectively, the names of constructors of data types (see 
1.2.1) and the names of users defined functions (see 1.3). We want our terms to be 
sorted. So let 9 be the set of the names of those sorts. To each element f of V? or 
F must be attached a tuple of elements of 9 which will be written Dt, . , D, + D. 
This tuple attached to each functional symbol is an inprovement of the notion of arity 
and must be regarded as constraints for building well formed terms. As the expression 
Dt,...,Dn + D naively denotes the “type” of f we will speak of D1,. . . , D, + D as 
the type of f. But this naive notion of type must not be confused with the one used 
in type theory or in typed A-calculus systems. 
So let u2r be the set of usual first order terms built upon ww, %? and 9. Now let a 
be a function from ww to 9. Because elements of V U 8 are sorted, tc can obviously 
be extended in a partial function from G? to 9. So, our set of individual terms will be 
the subset F of % such that for all t E 4Y there exists c1 such that a(t) is defined. 
We use %&z(t) to denote the set of all variables occurring in a term t. 
We say t E F is of type D iff a(t) = D. If u is a subterm of t, then u is of type 
D’ in t iff U(U) = D’. 
We define the set z&(D) as the set of terms of type D such that all functional 
symbols occurring in them are elements of %‘. 
Let us now introduce the notion of the address of a term u in t. 
Definition 1.1. Let Adr : F x T --+ cd” be a relation such that: 
l if t = u then Adr(u, t) = E else 
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l if t = ,f’(tl, . . , tn) and there exists i( I < i < n) such that Adr(u, ti) is defined, then 
Adr(tl, t) = i.Adr(u, tl). 
We say that k is the address of u in t or that u is of address k in t $fAdr(u, t) = k. 
We will denote u by tk. 
Note that Adr will define a function if it is restricted to the domain Y’ x Y where 
.F’ denotes the subset of 3 of linear terms (e.g.: terms in which each variable has at 
most one occurrence). 
We now consider a particular subset of terms that we call well named terms. Re- 
member that trY’ is our set of variable. 
Definition 1.2. Let t, u E .T, then t is u ~trll named term iff for each variable 
xk E Y&?(t), Adr(xk, t) = k. The pair (t, u) is a we// named pair of terms iff t is 
a well named term and C,(u) C h,;?(t). 
Note that well named terms are always linear. 
Remark 1.1. If (t, u) is a well named pair of terms, and if xk E V&,((u) then 
kk E % 1 (t), and, as t iS a WeI1 named term, tk = xk. 
Matching and well named terms. Recall that a term t matches a term u iff there exists 
a substitution CJ of the set of variables such that a(t) = u. We say, in this case, that t 
matches u uccording to C. 
Remark 1.2. Let t be a term which matches u according to CT. Then for all k E oY’ 
such that tk exists, c(tk) = uk. 
In pattkuhr, if t is a well named term and xk E f&(t) then g(xk) = &. 
I. 1.2. The jtirmulr~e 
Our logical language is the one of first order predicate calculus with equality. At 
this logical level, we consider Y as a set of unary predicate constants. Formulae are 
inductively defined as usual on 5, .9 U {=} and the logical symbols + and V. We 
use the usual notions of free occurrence of a variable in a formula and the notion of 
substitution: q[t/x] denotes the formula obtained by the substitution oft for all the free 
occurrences of x in 43. 
1.2. The axioms of the theory 
1.2.1. Axioms ,fbr datu types 
Data types are given by means of a predicate constant (the name of the data type), 
a set of functional symbols choosen in %’ (the names of constructors), a set of first 
order formulae (the types of the constructors) and an axiom schema (the induction 
principle). 
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For instance, suppose N E 9 is the name for the data type of the natural numbers, 





predicate constant LN, 
functional symbols Nil and Cons with respective types LN and N, LN + LN. 
first order axioms LN(Nil) and kz(Nn + Vx(LNx + LN(Cons(n,x)))); 
axiom schema 
Vx(LNx + (B[Nil/x] + bfn(Nn + V’y(LNy -+ (O[y/x] -+ B[Cons(n, y)/x])) 
+ @I>>> 
where 19[x] is a formula in which the variable x occurs free. 
We assume that all the types of constructors are of the form Dl,. . .,Dm,D,. . .,D 
+D,whereforalli(l <i<m), Di#D. 
Let FX be a set of formulae, containing all the first order axioms which describe 
the constructors of data types. This set can be completed by including all the formulae 
expressing the totality of functions whose proofs has been made. We shall suppose that 
elements of YJ?’ are all of the form b’xl(Dlxl -+ . . .‘dxn(Dnxn + Df(xl,. . .,x,)). . .) 
where f E %T U 9. If f is of type D,, . . . , D, + D then we will write Thf for the 
formula Vxl(Dlxl + . . .Vx,(D,x, + Df(xl,. . . ,x,)). . .). 
1.2.2. Equational axioms for functions 
Functions are defined in our system by sets of equations but our prover does not 
deal, of course, with all equational data’s. We now define what we call an equational 
data for f where f is the symbol of the function aimed by the equational data. 
Definition 1.3. Let f be of type DI , . . . ,D, + D. A set of equations 
t1 = 241 
tm = u, 
is an equational data for f iff 
l for each i (1 d i 6 m), (t,, ui) is a well named pair of terms, 
l for each i (1 < i < m), ti is of the form f(t!,...,t:) and for eachj (1 <j < n), 
ti E s&(Di), 
l for each i (1 < i < m), if g is a functional symbol occurring in ui then either g = f 
or Th, E F&f. 
Note that the last point prevents mutually dependent recursive definitions. Because 
we use equations as oriented objects, equational data’s are seen as sets of pairs: 
{(tl, u1 ), . . . > (Ll, wn>). 
Definition 1.4. Let & be an equational data for f and (t, u) an element of 8, then each 
pair (t, u) where u is a subterm of u of the form f (ul,. . . , u,) is called an inductive 
call of (t, u) or an inductive call of &. 
Note that inductive calls are well named pairs of terms. 
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2. The deduction system 
In the two following subsections, we characterize formulae and judgements processed 
in the first part of R-proofs (the induction part). In the third subsection we give the 
definition of the rules used in the R-proofs. Examples of those objects in the R-proof 
may be found in Section 6. 
2.1. The R-jknulur 
Definition 2.1. The formula Vxi(Dixi + . ..VxIx.(Dmx, + D.f(tl, .., t,,))...) is an R- 
j~rmulu iff: 
l D,, . , D, and D are elements of 9; 
l ,f(ti , , t, ) is of type D; 
l iff isoftypeEi,...,E,, ---f D then for all i( 1 < i < n), t, E .dc(E;); 
l for all i ( 1 < i < m), Xi is of type D, in J‘(ti , . . , t,, ). 
The term f(ti, , t,,) is called the core of the R-formula. We write C(0) for the core 
of any R-formula 0. The formulae Dlxl, . , D,,,x, are the premises of the R-formula. 
The R-formula: Vx,(Dlxl + . ..‘~x~(D.x,, + Df(tl, . . . . tn)).. .) will be written: 
VxlDlxl, . . . . Vxx,D,x, + Df(t, ,..., tn), and more generally, a formula of the form 
Vx,(D,x, + . . .kfx,,,(D,x, + cp). ..) will be written Vx,Dlxl,. .,Vxx,D,x, + q. For 
instance, elements of Y-,X are R-formulae. 
2.2. The R-judqements 
A judgement is a pair (E, fl), usually written E t 8, where E is a set of formulae and 
8 is a formula. The expression E, vi, , ~0,: is an abbreviation for E U {(PI, , cpk}. 
The expression T[H] will mean that H E r. 
Before defining what R-judgements are, we need to introduce some terminology 
which will distinguish between the arguments of a constructor. 
Definition 2.2. Let t = cJ‘(t,, , t,,) be an element of &C(D) for some data type 
D, then t; (1 < i < n) is an inductive urgument of t iff t, is of type D in t; it is 
a parameter argument otherwise. A strict subterm u in t is said to be in inductive 
position in t iff u is an inductive uryument of a subterm of t; it is in parameter 
position otherwise. 
This definition is extended to the terms of the form f (cl,. , c,,) where f E 9 is 
of type D1, , D, + D and for each i (1 < i < n),c; e Loll. A strict subterm u 
in f (cl, , L.,) is in inductive position in f(cl, . , c,) iff there exists i (I < i d n) 
such that u is in inductive position in c,; it is in parameter position otherwise. 
Note that the terms cl, , c,, are in parameter position in f(ci, . , c,,). If a subterm 
u of a term t is a variable in inductive (resp. parameter) position in t, we call u 
an inductive (resp. parameter) vuriuhle of t. The set of inductive (resp. parameter) 
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variables oft will be denoted by Vi(t) (resp. V,&(t)). Note that the notions of inductive 
variables and parameter variables are defined for R-formulae’s cores. 
Example. In Cons (s(n), Cons(m, x)), the subterms n, Cons(m, x) and x are in inductive 
position, while s(n) and m are in parameter position. The variables n and x are inductive 
variables. The only parameter variable is m. 
Definition 2.3. Let 0 be an R-formula. Then 0 is paraclosed iff all parameter variables 
occurring in C(0) are bound and all inductive variables are free. 
For instance, the elements of .Y&‘ are paraclosed formulae. The formula 
VxrrNx~r + Nf(Cons(x~~,xr2)) is a paraclosed formula, but Vxra,LNx12 -+ 
Nf(Cons(xll,xl2)) is not. 
Definition 2.4. A judgement r t 0 is an R-judgement iff 
0 is a paraclosed R-formula and C(0) is a well named term; 
each formula occurring in r is either an R-formula or an atomic formula of the form 
Dx where D E .9 and x E w’“. 
for all x E w’” and for all D’E 2, we have x E %i(C(e)) and x is of type D in 
C(O). 
L.3. The deduction rules 
Our prover will make proofs with the help of some macro-rules (or tactics, or derived 
rules) which are built up from introduction and elimination rules of the connector + 
and the universal quantifier V’. It will also make use of the equational and of the axiom 
rules. For a complete presentation of this underlying deduction system see, for instance, 
[Il. 
A deduction rule is written 
and means that if r, t cpl, . . . , rk t qk then r k q. The judgements r, k qI, . .., 
rk k (Pk are the premises of the rule, the judgement r k cp is its conclusion and Nr its 
name. We can also read the rules as bottom-up rules. In this case, we call r E q the 
goal of the rule and ri k cpl,. . rk t (Pk the subgoals generated by the rule. 
The first two macro-rules that we are going to define correspond respectively to 
applying a theorem and to applying an induction hypothesis. 
Macro-rule (Thm). Let Th, be an element of 32 (that is to say an R-formula of 
the form Vx~Dlxl,. ,VxmDmxm + D,(xl,. . . , x,)). The macro-rule Thm is: 
rtD,t, ... r F D,t, 
r t Ds(tl>. . ., ttn) 
Thm 
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Note that CJ can be a constant (e.g.: a functional symbol of arity 0), in this case, the 
rule Thrn does not generate any more subgoal. 
Macro-rule (Hyp). Let H be the R-formula tlxrDrxr,. . ,VxmD,x, + Df(ul,.. .,u,), 
and let f‘(tr,. . . ,tll) be a term. If ,f(ul,. . ,u,) matches f(tr,. , tn) according to 0 and 
if c is such that for all variable x occurring free in H, a(x) = x then we will say that 
H can be applied to ,f(tl , . . t, ). The macro-rule Hyp is: 
I-[H] k D,ox, T[H] t Dmcrx, 
UHI k Df(fl,...,tn) 
HYP 
As noticed above, the formula H can have no premise. In this case, the rule Hyp 
reduces to the usual axiom rule. 
Macro-rule (Ax). This macro-rule denotes the usual axiom rule which is used for 
some atomic formula. The Ax macro-rule is: 
T[Dx] i- Dx 
where D E D and x E w’“. 
Macro-rule (Eq). Assume that we have some equation t = u between terms and an 
R-formula Vxj;, Dlxl, ,‘ixx,D,x, + Dt, then macro-rule Eq is: 
l-,D,x ,,..., D,,,x, t Du 
l- t Vx,D,x,, . ,Vx,,,D,x, -+ Dt Eq 
Macro-rule (RecD). This macro-rule mainly corresponds to the use of the induction 
principle for a data type D, but it will make some manipulations on formulae before 
and after using the induction principle. The aim of those manipulations is that: if the 
conclusion of the goal of the macro-rule RecD is an R-judgement then the conclusions 
of all subgoals generated by the macro-rule will be also an R-judgement. To simplify 
the presentation, we will not give the general pattern of the RecD macro-rule but we 
will illustrate its use with two examples. 
The first one uses recursion over natural numbers. Let recall first one usual formu- 
lation of this recursion rule. 
r t O[O/n] r E VY(NY + (@Y/Xl + MY)/Xl)) 
J- F Vx(Nx + H[x]) 
where @xl denotes a formula where the variable x occurs free. 
Suppose now that we want to prove ‘dx,Nxl, VxzNx2 + Nf (x1,x2) in a context r 
where x1 and x2 have no free occurrence and using recursion on x2. Our strategy will 
do the following: 
I-t VXl(NXl - Nf(Xl,O)) r,Nx2l,vxl(Nxl + Nf(X,,X*,))k VX,(NX, i Nj(X,,S(XZ,)) 
ftvx,Nx,,vX2NX2 + Nf(X,,XZ) 
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This piece of proof is trivially derived from the above usual recursion rule and rules for 
eliminate and introduce the + connective and the V quantifier. If we read this macro- 
rule bottom-up, we see that it first put the premisse Nx2 in the context, then reintroduce 
the premisse Nxr and apply the usual recursion rule. Finally, in the successor case, it 
puts the hypothesis Nx2t and the recurrence hypothesis in the context. 
Our second example illustrates the use of recursion on lists of natural numbers. Let 
us recall first one usual expression of the recursion rule over lists. 
r t B[Nil/x] r k VnNn, VyLNy, @y/x] + B[Cons (n, y)/x] 
f k Vx(LNx + 0[x]) 
Then suppose we want to prove VxlLNxl + Nf(xl ) using recursion on xl. Our strat- 
egy will build: 
r l- Nf (Nil) ~,LNx12,Nf(xl2) k ~xll(Nxll + Nf(Cons(xll,xlz)) 
r k Vx,(LNx, --* Nf(xl)) 
Remark here that, in the Cons case, the parameter argument x11 of Cons is bound. 
Note also that in our both examples goals produced by the macro-rule are R- 
judgements. In particular, conclusions are paraclosed formulae and their core are well 
named terms. We will often omit to mention the data type and simply write Ret to 
refer to this rule in general. On the other hand, we will mention the variable involved 
in the rule and write Ret(x). The variable x will be called a recursion variable. 
3. The R-proofs 
A basic idea of our algorithm is to restrict the search space to a certain class of 
proofs. This is the class we want to define precisely now. We give an example of an 
R-proof in Section 6. 
Definition 3.1. Let d be an equational data for some f E 8. Let A be a proof tree 
whose root is an R-judgement (To I- 00) and which is built on the Ax, Thm, Hyp, Eq 
and Ret rules. 
Then A is an R-prooftree according to & ifh 
l for each branch To k &, . . . , r, t- On of A, there exists e (0 d e < n) such that: 
- for all i(0 < i < e), 8, is the conclusion of a Ret rule; 
- 6, is the conclusion of an Eq rule; 
- for all i(e < i d n), Bi is the conclusion of an Ax, a Thm or a Hyp rule. 
l if E = {r,, t 8,, , . . . , rek k O,,} is the set of the judgements of A which are con- 
clusions of the Eq rule then there exists a one to one function b : Q --f E such that 
b(t,u) = Te, k 8,, iff C(e,,) = t.’ 
’ We should have weakened our conditions on this b function. We should have requested only b to be 
a surjective function. In this case we would have to make an arbitrary choice between differents equations 
having same left part. Also, we should have requested only that C(B, ) matches t instead of equality. This 
would mean that we would allow our self to make induction that are not explicitly given in the user’s 
specification and, in this case, arise the problem of termination of the algorithm. 
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The subtree of .ccul whose root is TO t 0s and whose set of leaves is E is called the 
recursion tree of .01. Moreover, because of the bijection b : 6 + E, this recursion tree 
will be called a distributing tree for 6. Note that this bijection is well-defined because 
the t’s and the C(B,)‘s are well named terms. 
Those notions of recursion tree and distributing tree will be of great importance in 
the following. So let illustrate them by the following example: let ,f be a function 
defined by the equations 
.f(O,O,z) = z > 
.f(O,.$v),z) = .f(O>Y~S(Z)) ) 
.f(s(x),y,O) = .fk4Y),s(o)) 7 
f(s(x),v,s(z)) = .f(x,s(Y),.f(.~(x),s(Y),z)). 
Our strategy will produce from this set of equations a distributing tree which 
can be represented as follows, where underlined variables represent bound variables. 
For instance Nf(xr,x2 xa) represents the R-formula ‘~x~Nx~,VX~NX~,VX~NX~ * 
N~‘(xI,xP,x~) and N.~(.Y(xII),x~,x~~) represents tlx2Nx2 4 N~(.Y(xII),x~,x~I). 
k Nf‘(O,O,Xs) r2 t Nf(O.S(XZl)~X3) 
- Rec(xz ) 
FI t N/'(.dx11).~~,0) r3 k Nf‘(s(xll),xz..~(x31)) 
R&x3 ) 
k N/IO, x2. x3) FI t Nf‘(.~(xll).X2.X3) 
Rec(xl ) 
t .~,f(xl.x2.%) 
with r~ = Nxll,Nf(xll,x2,x3), r2 = Nx2l,N,f(O,x2l,~),r3 = r~.Nx3l,N,f'(s(xll). 
x2,x31). 
Remark 3.1. Note that if TO k f)a, . , I‘, k 0, is a branch of a recursion tree then for 
all i (0 < i < e), for all ,j (i < j < e), C(t9,) matches C(Hi). As a consequence, if 
C(hrf) matches some term t then C(0,) does also. 
An R-proof tree can be figured as in Fig. 1. 
As we are concerned with proving the totality of functions, we will only consider 
R-prooftrees with root of the form 8 t Thf. 
Definition 3.2. Let ,f E F. let 8 be an equational data for f, and let .d be an R-proof 
tree according to A. Then that .d is an R-proof for f (according to 8) iff .d is a 
proof of 0 E Thf. 
Note that, as 0 k Th, is an R-judgement, if we name variables as described in 
Section 2.3 then all judgements of the recursion tree of .d are R-judgements. 
Before going further, we want to give some remarks about the induction hypothesis 
generated in the R-proof trees. Let r E 0 be the conclusion of a Ret rule and r’ 1 0’ 
be one of its premises. 






Remark 3.2. Assume that H is an induction hypothesis of r’, that is to say that 
H E r’ and for all D E 9, for all x E OF’, H # Dx. If H 4 r then there exists a E w 
and q E ow such that C(H) = C(B[x,,/x,)]). Note that xqa is free in H. 
Remark 3.3. If r F 6 is an R-judgement then C(B) is a well named term. It is easy 
to check that if xk # xq occurs in C(H) then Adr(& C(H)) = k. In this case, we say 
C(H) is a well named term excepted for xq. 
Remark 3.4. If C(H) = C(B[x,,/x,]) then Adr(x,,,C(H)) = q. 
Remark 3.5. If xk E Vi(C(H)) and xk # xq then Xk E Vi(C(B)). As 6 is a paraclosed 
formula, we say that H is paraclosed excepted for xq. 
4. The R-proof searching algorithm 
4.1. Restriction of the problem 
The main problem to build an R-proof for the totality of a recursively defined 
function is to get the right induction hypothesis. That is to say, the problem is to 
build distributing trees which satisfy the following property: 
Definition 4.1. Let 8 be an equational data for a given f and let J&’ be a distributing 
tree for 8. We say G! satisfies the right terminal state property for Q iff for all leaf 
r F 0 of &, if (t, u) E 6 is the equation such that t = C(0) then for all inductive calls 
(t, u) of (t, u) there exists H E r such that H can be applied to u. 
The following proposition establishes the equivalence between searching for an R- 
proof and searching for a distributing tree which satisfies the right terminal state prop- 
erty. 
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Proposition 4.1. Let 8 he an equational data for u given f and let .d he an R- 
proof tree according to 8 whose root is 0 F Th f. Then .d is an R-proof for .f’ $f the 
recursion tree of .c4 satisjies the right terminul state property. 
Proof. The proof is made by induction on the core of the leaves of the recursion tree 
(see [4]). 0 
In the two following subsections, we give two properties. We will see in Section 5 
that they are necessary and sufficient for a given distributing tree to satisfy the right 
terminal state. 
The first one (the decreasing property) is a necessary condition to get induction 
hypothesis. It is checked on the terms of the equational data. From the termination 
problem point of view, it ensures that there is no infinite loop in a same inductive call. 
The second one (the suitable vuriable) is a dynamic property which is checked at 
each step of the construction of the recursion tree. Intuitively, it ensures that inductive 
calls are compatible, that is to say that there cannot be infinite loop between several 
inductive calls. It provides us with a criterium to decide on which variable induct. 
4.2. The decreasing property 
This property affects the equational data. We know that if this property is not satisfied 
then there is no use to search for an R-proof of the function (see Proposition 5.2). 
The definition of this so-called decreasing property needs some preliminaries. Let us 
define the function Struct : Y- + .Y- by: 
if t is a variable then Struct(t) = t; 
if t = f(tl,. , t,,) where f E .9 then Struct(t) = t; 
if t = cf(ti, . . . , tm+p ) where qf E C and is of type DI,. , D,, D,. . , D + D then 
Struct(t) = qf(xo,. . )X0, Struct(t,,+, ). . , , Struct(t,,+p)). 
Definition 4.2. Let D E 5’ and t, u E &(D). Then t E II iff Struct(t) = Struct(u). 
For instance we have Cons(n, x) G Cons(s(n), x) but not Cons(n, x) E Cons(n, y). 
We have two useful lemmas concerning this relation. 
Lemma 4.1. Let D E 9, let cf(tl,.. .,tn) and cf(ul,..., u,,) E .&c(D). Then 
cf(tl,. . , t,,) G cf(u,, , u,) [#‘for each i (1 < i < n), iJ‘ t; is an inductive argument 
qf cf(tl,..., t,,) then t, = u,. 
Proof. By induction on the t,‘s. 0 
Lemma 4.2. Let D E 9 and t,u E .&‘~(D). [f‘ t is not a variable and matches u UC- 
cording to (T and !f for all x E Y;‘(t), a(x) = x then t E u. 
Proof. We put t = cf‘(t, , . , t, ) and, using Lemma 4.1, we reason by induction on the 
t*‘s. 0 
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Let t and u be two terms, let q be an address in t. Then we call the graft of u 
on t at q the term obtained by replacing the subterm tq of t (e.g.: the subterm of t 
whose address is q in t) by u. The expression t[q + u] denotes this graft. For instance 
Cons(s(n),x) [I 1 + s(m)] = Cons(s(s(m)),x). 
We define on the addresses a subtraction operation by: p - q = r iff p = q.r. And 
we define an ordering by: q <, p iff there exists Y such that p = q.r. For instance 
12 da 121. 
This ordering will be used to tell about the subterms tk oft which contain a given tq. 
Actually the set of the tk’s containing t,-, is the set of the &‘s such that k 6, cl. Using 
subtraction, we get that Adr(t,, tk) = q - k. For instance, the address of Cons(O,x) 
in Cons(n,Cons(O,x)) is 2 and the address of 0 in Cons(n,Cons(O,x)) is 21 so the 
address of 0 in Cons(O,x) is 21 - 2 = 1. 
Definition 4.3. Let t E &c(D) and u a term of type D, let k be an address in t. Then 
t $ kU iff fk = cf(. . . , xq,. . . ), the variable xq is an inductive argument of tk and for all 
k’ <a k,t;[k - k’ t xq] E ui. 
We call t a successor of u (written t $u) iff there exists k such that t $ ku. 
Notice that we have in particular cf(. xq,. . .) S E~q. To give some more exam- 
ples, we have ~(m)$~m, Cons(n, Cons(m,x))~~Cons(a,x) (whatever a may be) and, 
Cons(n, Cons(s(m),x)) $2, Cons(n, Cons(m,x)). 
We have for the successor relation the following lemmas: 
Lemma 4.3. If t 9 qu then for all p 6, q, we have tp +q_pup. 
Proof. Immediate from definitions. 0 
Lemma 4.4. we have t >> i.kl.4 ifs t = cf (tl, . . . . fn), u=cf(ul,..., u,,), ti$‘>kuj andjbr 
all j (1 < j < n), if tj is an inductive argument oft and if j # i then tj E uj. 
The decreasing property itself is defined by Definition 4.4. 
Definition 4.4. Let d be an equational data for f. Then & satisfies the decreasing the 
property iff for each (f (tl,. , t,,), u) E E, if (f (tl,. . . , t,,), f (v,, . ,u,)) is an inductive 
call of (f (tl, . , t,), u) then there exists i (1 d i d n) such that t, $ vi. 
In other words, if (t,u) E E and (t, v) is an inductive call of (t,u) then there exists 
i E w such that t,&v,. 
We said above (4.1) that this decreasing property is “a necessary condition to get 
induction hypothesis”, This is in fact the main motivation for defining this property and 
the successor relation we introduced is a reflect of this. Let see, with the example of 
the Adi function (see Section 6) how this relation between terms reflects the possibility 
of getting induction hypothesis. 
We have in the Ad! equational definition two inductive calls: (Ad~(Cons(O,x~z)), 
Adj(x12)) and (Ad,(Cons(s(xlll),xlz)),Ad/(Cons(xlll,xlz))). In the first case we 
use the first induction hypothesis which is produced by the induction on XI (namely: 
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NAd,(x,z)). This is the base case of our definition, e.g. the case of gE. For the 
second inductive call, we will use the induction hypothesis obtained after the nested 
induction on x11 : NAd/(Cons(xlll,xl2)). This hypothesis actually corresponds to the 
fact that cons(s(xrrr),xr2)$~ Cons(xl~~,~lp). In the hypothesis, both variables XI~I 
and x12 are free and then cannot be instantiated. Moreover, by construction of the Ret 
macrorule, they are free because they are inductive variables. So, because they are free, 
they must be the same at the same address in the right part of the inductive call. That 
is what reflects the relation Cons(s(xrrr),xl2)+ tCons(xrrr,xl2): the subterm s(xrrr) 
of Cons(s(xrrr),xl2) is replaced by xrrr and x12 remains unchanged. 
An important remark to make about the $ relation we defined is that it is 
not an ordering suitable for induction and even its transitive closure is not. Ac- 
tually, it is possible to build infinite sequence of terms. For instance we have: 
Cons(s(n), Cons(m,x)) 9 Cons(n, Cons(s(m)),x) $ Cons(s(n), Cons(m,x)) 9 . 
4.3. The suitable variable 
Definition 4.5. Let d be an equational data for some f, let & be a distributing tree 
for Q, let r E 8 be a judgement of ~2, let (t, v) be an inductive call of E such that 
C(U) matches t and u according (respectively) to CT, and cI., let x be a variable of 0. 
We call x suituble for 0 and (t, v) if 
( 1) a,(x) % 0,(x) or 0((x) = 0Jx); 
(2) if o,(x)~~o,(x) then for all variable x’ # x, if x’ is free in 0 then at(x’) = x’. 
We will also say x is suitable in ~2 iff there exists a judgement r t 0 of d for 
which x is suitable for r k 0 and all the inductive calls (t, u) of d such that C(O) 
matches t and v. 
We said above (4.1) that choosing suitable variables as recursion variables “ensure 
that inductive calls are compatibles”. Actually, we saw how, if each inductive call 
(t, u) satisfies the decreasing property, we are able, for each of them separately to 
build a recursion tree such that one of its leaves corresponds to t (by mean of the b 
bijection (see. 3.1)) and contains an hypothesis which can be applied to u. To build 
an R-proof taking in account all the equational data, and then, all the inductive calls, 
we have to merge to gather, all the recursion trees available for each inductive call. 
At each step of the construction of the recursion tree, choosing suitable variable as 
recursion variable ensure that this merging is possible. 
May be the best way to illustrate it is to give a counter-example. That is to say, 
an example of specification for which there is no possible choice. So, let ,f be the 
dummy function defined by b: 
.f(O, 0) = 0 > 
f(O74x21)) = f (40),x21) 9 
.f(s(x11),0) = fo(ll,40)), 
.f(4X11),4X21)) =f(X11,X21) 
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Each inductive call satisfies the decreasing property because ~(~11) $ E x11 and 
~(~21) +c x21. But the second and the third equation make impossible to choose either 
the first or the second argument to use induction. 
Actually, the problem comes from (f(0, $x21)), f(s(O), x21 )) and (f(s(xr I), 0), 
,f(x~l,s(O))): to get an induction hypothesis which can be applied to f(s(O), x21), 
the first argument of .f’ must be bound so induction must be used on the second 
argument; but, at the same time, to get an induction hypothesis which can be ap- 
plied to ,f(xll, s(O)), the second argument of 1’ must be bound and so induction 
must be used on the first argument! Any distributing tree .c4 for & begins with the 
judgement 0 = E VxrNxr,Vx2Nx2 + Nf(x~,xz). But x1 is not suitable for 0 and 
(.~(O,S(X~I)),.~(S(O),X~~)) and x2 is not suitable for 0 and (f(s(x~l>,O),f(x~~,s(O))). 
Then it is impossible to choose a recursion variable which respects the suitable cri- 
terium. 
4.4. The algorithm 
Given an equational data 6 and a distributing tree according to 6, we know that 
SI satisfies the right terminal state property iff d satisfies the decreasing property and 
each recursion variable of .d is suitable (see 5). 
There is a simple property that recursion variables of a distributing tree must satisfy. 
Actually, it is easy to check that .d is a distributing tree iff for all judgements r E 8 of 
.d and for all (t, U) E E, if C(0) matches t (according to cr,“) and if x is the recursion 
variable of r t 8 then cry(x) is not a variable. Let us call distributing variables this 
kind of recursion variables. 
The conjunction of the suitable and distributing properties provides us with a cri- 
terium to choose dynamically the variables on which induct when we want to build a 
distributing tree satisfying the right terminal state property. 
Remains now to design an algorithm to extend ~2 in an R-proof. That is to say: 
to build a proof of all the judgements rc k 0, which are leaves of ~2, using (once) 
the Eq rule and then, the Ax, Hyp, and Thm rules. The inductive proof of Proposition 
4.1 provides us with a recursive function to implement such an algorithm. Notice that 
this function cannot fail and use no back-tracking when it is applied to the leaves of 
a distributing tree satisfying the right terminal state. 
The whole algorithm is presented in Fig. 2. 
Lemmas 4.1 and 4.4 provide us with recursive functions to implement q .
To implement q we define a function named build-tree which returns either a 
recursion tree which satisfies the right terminal state, either the symbol Failure. We 
represent R-proof trees by the algebra 
P := FailurelAxlThm(j,[P;...,;P])~Hyp(j,[P;...,;P])~Eq(j,P) 
IRec(x, j, [P;. ,; PI), 
where j is the judgement concluding the proof and x the recursion variable. Let 
(Ga, th) represents an R-judgement, E represents a set of equations. Assume that 
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(core th) returns the core of th; assume that (sub E th E) returns the list of the 
elements (t, u) of E such that (core th) matches t; assume that the function (elig 
(Ga, th) E) returns the list of the suitable variables for (Ga, th) and E; finally, 
assume that (fail A) returns true if the recursion tree A contains Failure, returns 
false otherwise. 
So, if Ef represents the equational data 6, we define (in “ML style”) the function 
build-tree as follows: 
let build-tree Thf=(build-tree-ret ([I, 
Thf) Ef (elig ([I, Thf) Ef)) 
whererec build-tree-ret (Ga,th) E = function 
[] + if E = [(t,u>l and (core th)=t then 




--f let A = Rec(x, 
(Ga, th) , 
[(build-tree-ret (Gal, thl) El (elig Gal thl El) ; 
. . . . 
in 
(build-tree-ret (Gak,thk) Ek (elig Gak thk Ek)I 
if (fail A) then 
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where (Gal, thl) ,. . .,(Gak, thk) represent the subgoals generated by the 
application of the Ret rule on the judgement (Ga, th) for the variable x and El, . . . , 
Ek are the subsets of E corresponding respectively to (subE thl E) , . . ., (subE 
thk E). 
Assume that (core th) is the atomic formula D(t), terms are defined by the algebra 
T := Var(x)lFun (f, [T, . . . , T]). Let f0 be the function whose termination proof we 
are searching for. Assume that (f ind-hyp Ga Fun (f , [tl , . . . , tml > > returns the 
formula of Ga which can be applied to t; assume that (app-hyp h t> returns the 
lists of the instances of the premises of h when applied to t. We define the function 
extend which implements q as: 
let extend (Ga, th) (t, u> = Eq ((Ga, th) , (extend-more Ga’ D(u))) 
whererec extend-more Ga’ = function 
Var(x) + Ax 
)Fun (f, [tl,...,tm]> 
+ if f = f0 then 
let h = (find-hyp Ga’ Fun (f, [tl,.. ., tm] > in 
let [Dl (sl) ; . . . . Dk (sk)] = (app-hyp h 
Fun (f , [tl, . . , tm] > > in 
Hyp ((Ga’, Fun (f, Cti ,..., tnl>>, 
[(extend-more Ga’Dl (~1)); 
. . . . 
else 
(extend-more Ga’ Dk(sk)] > 
Thm((Ga’, Fun (f, [tl,..., tn]>>, 
[(extend-more Ga’ Dl(tl>>; 
. . .; 
; ; 
(extend-more Ga’ Dn(tn>] > 
where (Ga' , D(u) > is the subgoal generated by the Eq rule and (Ga’, Dl (tl> > , 
. .) (Ga’, Dn(tn)) are the subgoals generated by the Thm rule. 
5. Soundness and completeness of the algorithm 
By the three propositions of this section, we prove the equivalence between dis- 
tributing trees according to an equational data which satisfies the right terminal state 
property and the conjunction of decreasing property of the equational data and the fact 
that all the recursion variables of the distributing tree are suitable. By Proposition 4.1, 
this equivalence gives us the soundness and completeness of our algorithm. 
When, for some R-formula 13 and some term t, C(O) matches t, we will write 0: the 
substitution such that ar(C(0)) = t. 
Proposition 5.1. Let cs’ he un equutionul dutu for some ,f; let A he u distributing tree 
,for 6:‘. Jf’ G .scrtisfir.s the decreusiny property und (f euch recursion vuriuble qf A is 
sL(ituhlc thrn A .sutisfies the right terminul stute propert~~. 
Proof. Let (t, P) be an inductive call in (5’. Because .d is a distributing tree we have 
f,, t 0,. which is a leaf of .cJ such that C(0,) = t. Let I-0 F 00,. . , Fc, k H, be the 
branch of .c/ such that TO = V, and 00 = Th,. Let us first prove the following fact: 
there exists wz(0 < m < e) such that for all ,j (0 < ,j < m), C(0,) matches v and for 
all j’ (m < ,j’ < e). C( (I,, ) does not. 
By hypothesis, there exists i E co such that ti $>vi (e.g. there exists q’ E oY” such 
that ti %,-yVi). In this case, it is easy to deduce that t does not match c (induction on 
q’). that is to say C(0,) does not match I’. So, there exists ~(0 < m < e) which is 
the least one such that C( n,,) does not match L’. We know that for all m’ such that 
(111 < WI’ < e), C( O,,! ) matches C( (I,,,, ). Then C( (I,,,, ) can’t match I‘. The situation can 
be figured this way: 
lil t Th, 
where O,,,_I matches 11 and 0,,, does not. Note that because C(0,) = t, we have C(O,,_l ) 
and C(t),,,) match t (see Remark 3. I ). We will prove that there exists H E r,,, which 
can be applied to P. Let first prove that o+-’ ( xq ) * Eai!“’ ’ ( xq ). Notice that, because 
C( O,,I) = C( (I,,_ 1 )[cf(xql,. , xqp)ixq], for some c,f’ E % and some p E to, and be- 
cause C(O,,,+ 1 ) and C(O,,,) match I, we have a?- ’ (x,) of the form qf‘(. .). Now, 
because xq is suitable we know that 02~~ (x,) SE o~!~ (x,) or G? ‘(xq)&!+‘(Xq). 
If we suppose o? ‘(x,) F ~:~‘(x,) then a:!“‘+‘(~~) is of the form c:f‘(...) and 
C( O,,!) matches 1’. This fact contradicts our hypothesis and therefore o?-’ (x,) $ 
rrp ’ ( xq ), 
Assuming a:““P’ ( xq ) 9 pcj)m ’ ( xq ) with p # c leads to same contradiction. Therefore 
$I8 l(xq)B~o>~I(xq). 
This means that there exists u E Q such that a+ -‘(x,) = c,f‘(. . ,xqa,. . .) and 
rrl”” ‘(x,) = xqa. And because xqa is an inductive variable of aFP’ (x,) we have 
H E T,,! such that C(H) = C(O,,,_l )[x,,/x,]. Obviously, as C(t),_, ) matches v, C(H) 
does too. So, to prove that H can be applied to U, we will prove (a) crF(x,,) = xqa 
and (b) for all variable xk # xqa, if xk is free in H then cr(xk) = xk. 
(a) By Remark 3.4 Adv(x,,, C(H)) = Adr(x,, C(8,,_1)) = q and therefore, by re- 
mark I .2, “I’( xqa ) = a?- ’ ( xq ) = xqa. 
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(b) If xk is a free variable of H which is not equal to xqa then xk is a free variable 
of 6$,-t which is not equal to xq and then, because, in this case, Adr(xk, C(H)) = 
GPl ,k?-(xk, C(d,_,)) = k, we have d;(xk) = crL. (xk). So to prove or(xk) = xk wc 
only have to prove ou ”PI(xk) = xk. Remember that from the clause 2 of suitability for 
xq we have that crI umPi(xk) = xk. So proving Df OmP’(xk) 3 c+‘(xk) Will give US, by 
definition of E-, the expected result. 
Because xk is a free variable of I),,_, and T/zf is a closed formula, the variable xk 
has been introduced by a Ret rule. So there exists I(0 < I < m) and a variable x,, 
such that 
0t Th/ 
where C(e,) = C(@,_t )[cf(. . . , , xpb, , )/x,1 and xpb = xk. 
By hypothesis, C(O,,_t ) matches t and n, therefore C(H,_t ) and C( (1,) does too. 
Note that because C(&_t ) and C(f)l) are well named terms, (rl i’mP’(xpb) = &xpb) 
and Crl)m-‘(xnb) = d:(xpb). So to prove aj’“Pi(xPb) = ~~P1(xpb) we shall prove 
&xp,,) = &xp,,). 
Note also that because Adr(xn, C( 8,_ I)) = Adr(cf(. . , xpb, . . .), C( 0, )) we have 
O;‘-‘(Xn) = Cf( . . . . C&x@,) ,...) and O;iP’(X,) = Cf(. . .,&Xpb),.. .). Finally, 
note that because xpb is a free variable of 81, it is an inductive variable of C(f),). 
Therefore ~~‘(xpb) is an inductive argument of ~:“~‘(x,,) and, gl(i(xpb) is an inductive 
argument of of’-‘(x,). 
Now, because xP is also supposed to be suitable either o:“~‘(x,) = a:!“(~~) or 
rrp’-~(xP)~cr:)~-l(xP). 
If we suppose am’-’ I= ail/-’ (x,) then, using Lemma 4.1 and the fact that 
oy’(xpb) and a$(Xn) are inductive arguments of, respectively, crl (i’P1(xP) and ai!‘P’(~p). 
We get oj”(xpb) = of’(xpb). 
If we suppose now a:)“(xn)+crf’-’ (x,), first note that we cannot have 
~J~~‘(x~)~~~~‘~~(x,-,) otherwise, by definition of +,,-, the subterm Can’t’ would 
be a variable and this would contradict the fact that C(O)) matches II. So there exists 
c E o and p’ E CO” such that ~~‘~‘(x,,)$~,~,cr~‘-’ (x,). Using Lemma 4.4, we will get 
the result if we prove Adr(cTP’(x,b),ar’~‘(x,)) # c. 
Suppose this is not the case: by Lemma 4.3, we should have ~~(xpb) ti ,,, (T~~‘(xnb). 
Therefore a:‘(xnb) should be of the form cf(. . .). But this is impossible because we 
know that &xpb) = D:‘--‘(xpb) = xnb. 0 
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Proposition 5.2. Let 6 be an equutionul dutu for some f and .d a distributing tree 
jkr B with root 8 k Thf. If .d satisfies the right terminal state property then for ull 
inductive cull (f(tl,...,t,,),f(v1,...,v,,)) of 8, there exists i (1 < i < n) such that 
tj $ Vi. 
In other words, if we put t = ,f(tl,. ., t,,) and v = f(vl,. .,v,) then there must 
exist i ( 1 ,< i < n) and CJ’ E CO”’ such that t, &q/vi. 
Proof. Because .d satisfies the right terminal state property, we know that there exists 
Tr E 8, which is a leaf of ,GZY such that Tc contains an hypothesis H which can be 
applied to v. Consider the branch of &, r F Ho,. . , re k H, where To = 8 and 00 = 
Th,. 
Note that, by definition of the Ret rule, for all m(0 < m < e), I’, C: Tm+l. Because 
To = 0, there must exist m (0 < m < e) such that H $2 r,, and H t rm+,. We are, 
then, in the following situation: 
L?l+;[H~yn+~ ‘. Rec(x,) 
m I?, 
Q,t Th, 
where C(H) = C(%,)[x,,/x,] for some a E cr) and xqa is free in H (see Remark 3.2). 
Because Thf = VxlDlxl,...,, YxnDnxn ---t Df(xl,...,, x,), there exists i (1 d i d 
n) such that i = i.q’. So, we shall prove that ti $>q/ui. By definition of $>q, we have 
to prove that for all k E w”‘, if k 6, q’ then tik[q’ - k + xqa] E Vik. 
If q’ = k then q’ - k = E and, in this case, fik[& + xqa] = xqa. We have then to 
prove that Vik = Xqa or, equivalently that vq = xqa. 
Because we supposed that H can be applied to v and because xqa is free in H, we 
have a substitution ~fr’ such that afr/(xqa) = xqa. Moreover, as the address of xqa in 
C(H) is q, we have that a:‘(~,,) = vq and finally we get that vq = xqa. 
If k co q’, let h = C(H). To establish hk[q’ - k + xqa] E Vik we will prove the 
two following equivalences: 
(a) hik I Vik 
(b) tik[q’ - k + Xqa] E hik 
Note that because H contains the variable xqa at the address q and because we supposed 
k <a q’, the sub-term hik exists. 
Let us prove (a): on one hand, because we supposed that H can be applied to v, 
we get a substitution cf such that for all free variable x of H, u?(x) = x; on the other 
hand, we know by Lemma 4.2 that, to get hik E vik, it is enough to prove (al) hik is 
not a variable and (a2) for all variable x E Vi(h), we have that G:(X) =x. 
(al) Recalling k <a q’ and Adr(xq,, h) = q = iq’, we have that the variable xqa is 
a strict subterm of hik and then hik cannot be a variable. 
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To get (a2), we have to prove that if x E Vi(h) then x is free in H. According 
to Remark 3.5, H is a paraclosed formula excepted for xqa. So if x E Vi(h) and if 
x # xqa we get that x is free in H. And even if xqa E Vi(h) we know that it is free 
in H. 
Let us now prove (b): by hypothesis, we have C(e,) matching t. Therefore, us- 
ing Remark 3.2, we have # such that a;(h) = t. Clearly, the substitution c defined 
by Gqa) = xqa and o(x) = of’(x) if x # xqa is such that o(h) = t[q + xqa] and, 
because Adr(t,, t) = Adr(t,l_k, &), we also have that CJ(hik) = t&[q’ - k +- xqa]. To 
prove (b), using Lemma 4.2, it suffices to prove that for all x,, E ‘YG’(hik),0(xp) = x,,. 
If x,+ E ‘Vi(hik) we get directly our result by definition of cr. 
If xp # xqa and x,, E ‘Vi(hik), as we have seen when we proved (a), we have 
cr(x,) = xi,. By Remark 3.3, Adr(x,,h) = p. Therefore, by Remark 1.2, #(x,) = 
t,, = o(xp). Because #(x,) = xp, we have xp E V&2(u); because (t,u) is a well named 
pair of terms, xp E Y’&(t) and t,, = xp. Therefore c$xn) = CJ~(X,) = xi,. 0 
Proposition 5.3. Let 8 be an equational data for some f and JZI be a distributing tree 
for 6. If & satisfies the right terminal state property then every recursion variable 
of & is suitable. 
Proof. Suitability of variables is defined relatively to a judgement and a set of inductive 
calls. So, under the hypothesis that & satisfies the right terminal state, we want to prove 
that for all inductive call (t, v) of & and for all judgement r t 8 of d (which is not 
a leaf of JzZ), if C(G) matches t and if xq is the recursion variable of 6 then xq is 
suitable for (t, v) and r t 8. 
Because ~2 is a distributing tree, there exists a leaf of -c4, say Te E 8,, such that 
C(O,) = t. Let TO F 80,. . , re t- Oe be the branch of A such that I-0 = 0 and 60 = Th.f, 
let (t, u) be an inductive call such that C(O,) matches t. We are going to prove that 
for all i (0 < i < e), if x is the recursion variable of 8i then x is suitable for Ti t Oi 
and (t, u). 
Reasoning as we did in Proposition 5.1, there exists a judgement Tm F em and an 
hypothesis H E T,,,+, which can be applied to v. Let figure the situation this way: 
re k 0, 
rm+ I [HI k Qm+ I Rec(xq ) 
rm t 0, 
0t Thf 
where C(H) = C(f!I,)[x,,/x,] for some a E w and T,,, does not contain H. 
We will now distinguish three cases: (a) the case of the l-j E Oj’s where m < j < e; 
(b) the case of rm F 0, and (c) the case of the rj F Qj where 0 d j < m. 
(a) Because H can be applied to u, C(O,) matches u. Therefore, using the Remark 
3.1, for all i(0 < i < m), C(Qi) matches v. Because H can be applied to v, because the 
variable xqa is free in H and its address in C(H ) is q, we have I+ = xqa. Therefore 
C( fI,+r ) = C(fI,)[cf(. . , )/x,1, for some constructor qf’, and C( (I,+ 1 ) does not match 
v. It is easy to check that for all j(m < ,j < e), C((9,) does not match I’. So the 
suitability property is trivially satisfied by the recursion variables of the 0,‘s. 
(b) Let us examine now the case of 0,: is xq suitable for O,,, and (t. c)? As it is 
done in Proposition 5.2 we get aj’(x,) g,; r$!(x, ). So the first clause of the suitability 
property is satisfied. It remains now to satisfy the clause 2. So Let xk # xq be a 
free variable of 8,. Using Remark 3.5, xk is also a free variable of H. Because we 
supposed that H can be applied to c’, we get $(xk) = xk. Using Remark 3.3, we have 
/id?-(xk,C(H)) = k = .&+(xk,C(&,,)). SO cI)(xk) = L'k = oJ'(xk) = xk. 
(c) We have finally to examine the case of the recursion variables of the 0,‘s where 
0 <,j < m. 
Before doing this we prove the following: Let T = C(t), ), for all p E (u”‘, if rp is a 
strict subterm of C(0,) which is not a variable then 
(cl) if & < p < q then o”“(r )> _. a”tfl(r ) P’qPt P 
(~2) else fG(r )S or(m(r )’ 
(cl) As in’Pro;osition 5.;, there exists i E w and q’ E (II”’ such that q = iq’ and 
ti$‘qfVi. If we suppose p <<, q then, using Lemma 4.3, aj'"'(~~)~~~~~I!"'(r~). 
(~2) Otherwise, because the subterm of address q in C((I,,,) is the variable xq, there 
is no subterm rp of C(l),) such that q <(, p. Then p and q are not comparable and 
rp doesnot contain xq. Using Remark 3.2, it is easy to check that rp is also a subtetm 
of C(H) and oL'(r,)= o(rm(rp) and rf(rp)= c#"'(r,). To prove a('"'(~~)- oI)"'(Tp) 
we will prove (~21) rp G a?(~~) and (~22) sp E CJ~(T~) using Lemma 4.2. 
(~21) Let x, E Y Y(rp). Because ‘i I‘(rp) & f ,‘(C(O,,)) and because H is paraclosed 
excepted for xqa, the variable xr is free in H. We supposed that H can be applied to 
f!, so cc'(Xr)= Xr. Therefore, @(T~)E rp. 
(~22) Because C(H) is a well named term excepted for xqa, we have that 
Adr(x,,C(H)) = r and then, a?(~,) = t,. Because 0:(x,) = x, we have x, E ICI?(C) 
and, because (t,v) is a well named pair of terms, tr = x,. So #(xr) = X, and 
f+(r,) = Tp. 
Let us return now to the recursion variables of the 0;‘s for 0 < ,j < m. Let xp be 
the recursion variable of 0,. We want to prove that xp is suitable for I), and (t. 1:). 
If T = C(t),,,), we know that C(I),) matches T (Remark 3. I ). So we can put 
o:"(X,) = rp. We also have o:“(x,) = oj’“‘(rp) and oi!‘(x,) = o~!~~(T~). Because Xp 
is the recursion variable of (I,, it does not appear in 0, and then, sp is not a variable. 
From (cl) and (~2) we get that xp satisfies the clause I of suitability. 
Let us prove now that the clause 2 is trivially satisfied (e.g. we cannot have 
&x,, $$Irj!‘(Xp)). 
If p <(, q then q ~ p # E and, in this case, we have rr~~(~,)~,_,o~!~(~,). By 
definition of $, we know that o:!‘(xp) contains a variable (namely. xqa ) at the address 
q ~ p. As q - p # E, it is a strict subterm and crp’(x,) cannot therefore be a variable. 
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So we cannot have ~,H’(x,,)~~~~(x,). Otherwise, by (~2) we have rr,“i(x,,) E o?(xn) 
and it is easy to check that, in this case, we cannot have G~(x~)$~G~(x,). 0 
6. Practising the prover 
6. I. One example 
6.1.1 The equations 
It is possible (but not usual) to define the function which computes the sum of the 
elements of a list by the following set of equations. 
Adl(Ni1) = 0, 
Adr(Cons(O,ns)) = Ad/(m), 
Ad,(Cons(s(n),ns)) = s(Adr(Cons(n,ns))) 
We will now give the R-proof which is generated by our prover. We will distinguish 
the recursion part of the proof from the two other parts. 
6.1.2 The recursion tree 
Let N and LN be respectively the integer and list of integer data types. We have to 
prove: ‘VXLNX + NAdl(x). The corresponding recursion tree is: 
r, F NAd[(Cons(O,x’)) r2 k NAdr(Cons(s(n’),x’)) 
8 F NAdl(Ni1) rl F VnNn + NAdj(Cons(n,x’)) 
8 F VxLNx --f NAd,(x) 
Ret(x) 
where ri = {Lnx’,NAd,(x’)} and & = I-1 U {Nn’,NAd~(Cons(n,x’))}. This recursion 
tree is a distributing tree which satisfies the right terminal state. 
6.1.3 The achievement of the proof 
In order to get an R-proof it remains to get a proof of each leaf of the recursion 
tree using once the 
proofs are: 
Thm(0) 
0 t- N(0) 
8 t NAd,(Nil) 
Eq 
Eq rule and then using the Hyp, Thm and Ax rules. Those three 
HYP 
HYP l-1 k N(Ad,(Cons(n’,x’))) 
rl k NAd,(x’) Thm(s) 
Eq r2 k Ns(Ad[(Cons(n’,x’))) 
rl t- N(Ad,(Cons(O,x’)) Eq 
l-z k Ns(Adr(Cons(s(n’),x’)) 
This proof illustrates the fact that the relation $ between lists does not reduce to the 
standard successor relation. Actually the usual successor of Cons(s(n),ns) is ns. In our 
case we have Cons(s(n), ns) 9 I Cons(n, ns). 
6.2. R-prooji and orderings 
We want now to point out some features of our prover concerning orderings under- 
lying inductive proofs. 
As our prover is able to prove (without backtrack) the termination of Ackermann’s 
function defined as follows. 
Ack(O,m) = s(m), 
Ack(s(n),O) = Ack(n,.s(O)), 
Ack(s(n),s(m)) = Ack(n,Ack(s(n),m)), 
we can say that it is able to make inductive proofs using lexicographic ordering on 
pairs of natural numbers. 
The first remark we want to give about it is that our prover is not limited to primitive 
recursive functions. The second remark is that even if one reverses, in the definition 
of Ackermann’s function, the order of the arguments like this: 
Ack’(m, 0) = s(m), 
Ack’(O,s(n)) = Ack’(s(O),n), 
Ack’(s(m),s(n)) = Ack’(Ack’(m,s(n)),n), 
the prover will still be able to make the proof. That is to say that it analyses the 
function definitions not only at a syntactical level but also at a logical one. 
Moreover, the prover is able to detect more subtle orderings as it is shown in the 
above example of Ad, function. Actually, the proof our algorithm produces for this 
function is equivalent to an inductive proof using lexicographic ordering on the pair 
made of the length of the list and the first element of the list. 
Let us give, to finish with those informal remarks, the following definition: 
40, y, 0) = ~0’) , 
A(O,y,.s(z)) = A(O,.s(y),z). 
A(.s(x),O,z) = A(x,.s(O),s(z)), 
A(.s(x),.s(y),z) = A(x,A(.s(x),~,S(z)),.s(z)). 
This is an Ackermunn-like function defined on three arguments. Our prover is quite 
able to give a termination proof for it. The equivalent underlying ordering on tuples one 
can use to prove termination of A is not immediately expressible as a lexicographic 
ordering. We say that it is a treelike lexicographic ordering. Let < be the usual 
ordering on natural numbers, we can define the < rL0 ordering on tuples, used for the 
function .d, by: 
(x,,v,z) -cTl,* (x’,y’,z’) iff s < X’ or if x = 0 then z < z’ else ,V < y’ 
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This ability of our prover to synthesize proofs involving, from the mathematical view 
point, nontrivial orderings is due to the fact that it does not use a library of prede- 
fined orderings but makes an analysis of the given definition of the function whose 
termination he has to prove. 
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